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Abstract 
The proliferation of Preferential Trading Arrangements, especially of Free Trade Areas, 
has been characteristic of recent trade liberalization. In turn, many are based on the defining 
critereon of member countries sharing common waters: oceans, in particular, and now seas. 
It is suggested playfully that this ‘watering of trade‘ also shows the superiority of 
multilateral over preferential freeing of trade because the WTO would be host to the ‘largest 
water of all’ 
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1. Introduction 
Politicians love to discriminate in trade: they favor domestic producers, they 
want free trade with allies and friends rather than foes. Free trade areas (FTAs), 
which exclude the benefits of free trade from nonmembers, play particularly well 
for them; in the era of soundbites, when no one can grasp more than two words at 
one time, politicians can pretend they are statesmen favoring free trade by falsely 
equating “free trade areas” with “free trade”. 
Membership of such FTAs, or what are more truthfully described as preferential 
trade areas (PTAs), has reflected all kinds of politically saleable criteria. The best 
known FTAs to date have been by common history: the European Free Trade Area 
(EFTA), NAFTA, the US-Israel FTA, and the numerous overseas FTAs by the 
European Union with former colonies. 
But there is never any ceasing of the search for excuses to launch yet more 
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PTAs. Having exhausted history, the politicians are now exploiting geography. 
Indeed, we are now witnessing the “watering of trade” as the sharing of common 
waters has become a politically salient way of launching PTAS. The oceans have 
provided the first act in this new play. 
2. Common oceans 
The credit for this innovation belongs principally to the United States. Though 
the initiative for some kind of Pacific cooperation goes back some decades, and the 
APEC (the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation Forum) was initially designed to 
do just that, without turning it into an FTA, it is an open secret that the US would 
like to see it turned into an FTA. 
But with the Pacific Ocean now in the game, the other three oceans cannot be 
far behind. The Atlanticists have launched the Transatlantic initiative, the TAFTA, 
with the British Foreign Secretary, Malcolm Rifkind, a principal player, following 
in the footsteps of Minister Klaus Kinkel in Chancellor Kohl’s cabinet. Again, the 
FTA issue is wide open; but the train has left the station and may well reach the 
FTA destination some day. 
Trust India then to launch the Indian Ocean FTA initiative, with its own New 
Delhi meeting, attended enthusiastically some months ago by the potential 
members. 
That leaves only one ocean now, the Arctic. Will the Arctic Ocean FTA, the 
AFI’A, be launched by President Clinton, or President Yeltsin or Prime Minister 
Chertien? 
3. Common seas 
But there is no reason why politicians and their thinktank allies should stop at 
oceans. After all, we have the seas, the gulfs, the bays: each provides a wealth of 
opportunities for the PTA fans to launch trade initiatives that can enable them to 
bask in the glory of “free trade” while leaving their little names behind on their 
pet PTAs for posterity to celebrate. And if we ran out of these, we could go on to 
basins (e.g. Peru, Brazil, Angola and Southeast Pacific) and passages (e.g. Drake). 
And then to lakes (e.g. Tanganyika and Victoria if you know your Discovery of the 
Nile). 
Take the seas alone. Wow, what an opportunity for new PTAs they provide for 
the Trade Ministers who have missed out so far on the circus! Take your school 
map off the shelf, dust it, spread it out, and then you will see that the world is 
inundated by seas, several (though not all) still offering new FTA opportunities. 
Thus, the Beaufort Sea spans Canada and the US: but these nations are taken 
already by NAFTA. However, just think of the Caribbean Sea: there you have 
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immediately Venezuela, Colombia, Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras, 
Guatemala, Belize, Cuba, Mexico, Jamaica, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, the US 
(Puerto Rico), St. Kitts, Dominica, St. Lucia, Barbados, Grenada, and Trinidad and 
Tobago, no mean number! 
Or travel East and find the Black Sea: and you get an FTA among Turkey, 
Bulgaria, Romania, Ukraine, Russia and Georgia. Or take the Caspian Sea and you 
get an FTA among Russia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Iran. A 
little further probing of the map and you get the Aral Sea, the Arabian Sea, the Sea 
of Okhotsk, the Sea of Japan, the South China Sea, the Tasman Sea (but the FIA 
around it is already in place between Australia and New Zealand) and the Barents 
Sea, the Mediterranean (again, already in the game with the recent Barcelona 
meeting under EU auspices), the Norwegian Sea and... one’s mouth waters at the 
unfolding seas and the rich menu of FIA possibilities. 
4. Common gulfs and bays 
But then we get to the gulfs and the bays. Take the Persian Gulf: if only Iran 
could go with Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates, on the one 
hand, and Iraq on the other! Or take the Bay of Bengal: could we not get India into 
a Baybe FTA with Myanmar and Sri Lanka? Or Baffin Bay: it would be just dandy 
to have Canada and Greenland in a Baba FTA! 
And, since policy wonks cannot leave out the “corner solutions”, i.e. the end 
points of the spectrum here, how about an FIA of the nations without water? 
These are clearly the landlocked countries: Nepal, Niger, Hungary and Paraguay 
could kick it off, cutting across continents in a cosmopolitan display of true 
solidarity in trade. 
5. The World Trade Organization: The largest water of all 
But then think of the other extreme. Is not the treaty constituting and enforced 
by the WTO the host to the largest water of all, combining countries with common 
oceans, common seas, common bays and common gulfs? 
Then again, we ought to remind the oceanic aficionados that the oceans are after 
all connected, as Ferdinand Magellan discovered when he set forth from San Lucar 
in 1519 and sailed from the Atlantic into the Pacific, an ocean unknown at the 
time. 
So, even as we swim in our waterworld, we finally arrive at the wisdom of our 
multilateralist forebears: go for worldwide free trade, boldly seeking it at the 
WTO, and forego the petty pursuit of PTAs that now afflicts the politicians and 
their waterlogged advisers. 
